SW-110

Compact subwoofer with stylish finish
Black matte vinyl complements impeccable design
Highly damped, non-resonant woven fiberglass driver
Produces tight musical bass
BASH® Digital Hybrid Amplifier
Efficiently produces reliable, high-powered sound
Front slot ports
Provide deep bass and installation and placement flexibility
Line and high level inputs
Ensure compatibility with old and new receivers
1-watt standby mode
Energy-saving feature
Powerful and efficient bass extension is at the heart of every Klipsch
subwoofer. Crafted to effortlessly integrate and perform with any brand or
speaker model, our new compact subwoofer models are here to produce
the mind-blowing sound Klipsch is known for in any home.
KLIPSCH BELIEVES THREE PRINCIPLES TO BE THE FOUNDATION
FOR GREAT BASS:
High Efficiency/Low Distortion: Efficient bass reflex enclosure designs
with high output drivers. Ports are designed for linear air flow and low
noise. High output bass extension with less amplifier power ensures
effortless performance.
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Frequency Response

28Hz-120Hz ± 3dB

Maximum Acoustic Output

113dB @ 30Hz 1/8 space, 1m

Amplifier Type

BASH Digital Hybrid

Amplifier Power

FTC Rated Power: 200 watts continuous @ <2% THD /
Dynamic Power*: 450 watts

Driver Components

10” (25.4cm) Active non-resonant Woven Fiberglass driver

Enclosure Type

Bass-reflex via front-firing slot port

Inputs

L/R Line-level RCA jacks, L/R High-level speaker binding
posts, WA port

Outputs

None

Height

14” (35.6cm)

Width

12.5” (31.8cm)

Depth

17” (43.2cm)

Weight

35lbs (15.9kg)

Finish

Black pica

Voltage

100-120V / 220-240V~50/60Hz 2A (Auto-voltage
switching) with 1 Watt standby

Export Version

NA, EU, CCC

Built From

2010

High Dynamic Range: The ability to play loud without dynamic compression
keeps the impact and realism that imitates life. Powerful music and movie
effects are delivered with authenticity. Amplifiers are designed to deliver
peak power that never restricts maximum acoustic output. Given the
designs are more efficient than competitors’, Klipsch subwoofers play
louder (dynamics) with less amplifier power.
Extended Flat Bass Response: Bass reaches deep into the lowest octave
with natural, smooth extended response, ensuring musical non-fatiguing
sound as well as authoritative power.
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